There is immense power in knowing that I have 100% control of my attitude, effort, energy, and preparation every single day. Go win the day!

---Mayor Jared Johnson
Give Early

Passionate

Don't be Average

Right to be Heard

Attitude of Gratitude

Rethink 10%/80%/10%

Event + Response = Outcome

NO: Blaming Complaining Defensive

Pay You to Think Philosophy
The Bell Curve
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Right to be Heard
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Rethink 10%/80%/10%

Culture: Build it! Demand it!

Event + Response = Outcome

Pay You to Think Philosophy

NO: Blaming, Complaining, Defensive
TODAY
I'm Glad I Did...
I Wish I Had...
Let’s Connect

jaredjohnsonleadership@gmail.com
@jaredjohnson99
Let’s Reflect

What did you hear today that most spoke to your leadership goals and desire to be an Elite Leader?

How will this impact your customer’s experience?
TODAY
I'm Glad I Did...
I Wish I Had...